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A new methodology is proposed to evaluate the rolling contact fatigue (RCF) perfor-mance of bearing steels in presence of surface 
dents. The experimental procedure con-sists of denting the raceway of test specimens with a hardness machine using spherical diamond 
tips of different radii (i.e., 200, 400, and 600m) and with an applied normal load ranging from 5 to 50daN. Analysis of various dent 
geometries yield an analytical law with five parameters useful for fitting experimental profiles for contact simulation. Fatigue tests are 
conducted using a two-disk machine to study the effect of different operating conditions on RCF and to compare the performances of 
nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel versus M50 reference steel. A numerical investigation is conducted to analyze ex-perimental result. Initially, 
the local residual stresses and plastic strains around the dent are obtained through finite element simulations of the indentation process. 
Second, the overrolling of the dent is simulated with a contact code. Finally, an indent-based endur-ance limit, called H1I, is proposed 
and comparisons are made with test results. Both RCF tests and numerical simulations show improved performance with nitrided 
32CrMoV13 steel when compared to the M50 reference steel. The dominating role of sliding is also experimentally highlighted and two 
areas of damage initiation are identified. The effects of normal load and hoop stress are less marked.

Introduction

Rolling contact fatigue sRCFd is a major cause of rolling bear-

ing failure f1g. Because of the repeated contact between rolling

elements, RCF is accelerated considerably when surface defects,

such as dents, exist on the surface of the contacting bodies f2g.
Dents created by hard solid particles suspended in the lubricant

cannot be totally removed since perfect filters or seals do not

exist. Therefore, rolling element bearings should be designed to

endure surface dents.

Nitrided steels have shown promise as potential material for

rolling element bearings f3g and seem particularly resistant to

raceway damage, such as dents. The benefits provided by surface

nitriding highly loaded components arises from the combination

of high surface hardness due to the nitrided surface layer and a

high core toughness. The nitriding treatment hardens the material

surface up to the Hertzian depth and introduces compressive re-

sidual stresses in the nitrided layer f4g. These are known to be

beneficial for RCF. Therefore, nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel sAMS

6481d was found to be a good candidate.

Ko and Ioannides f5g were the first to perform an elastic-plastic

analysis of the subsurface stress state due to debris denting. In

their analysis, using the finite element method sFEMd, the contact

problem was not solved and a given pressure distribution was

considered, hence, neglecting the effect of plastic strain and sub-

sequent hardening due to indentation. More recently Sadeghi and

co-workers have performed advanced numerical simulations by

FEM f6–10g. The problem of a rolling load over a surface defect

was first investigated in 1996 f6g, again without plastic strain and

residual stress due to indentation. Later Xu et al. studied the in-

dentation of a thru-hardened steel by a rigid spherical tip and

subsequent overrolling of the dent f7,8g. Zhao et al. analyzed the

effect of a dent in a line contact f9g considering the fluid entrap-
ment in the dent pocket. More recently Kang et al. f10g deter-
mined the shape of a soft debris while traveling through the con-
tact conjunction. Unfortunately the computational cost of such a
simulation did not allow the use of a fine mesh, required to predict
the plastic strain and residual stress in the vicinity of the dent.
However, the macrogeometry of the dent si.e., depth and diam-
eterd was obtained in their study. Howell et al. f11g performed a
finite element simulation of rolling contact over four differently
sized spherical dents. The effect of dent size on the pressure dis-
tribution and fatigue failure location was studied for 52100 bear-
ing steel. In their analysis the material model used was adjusted to
match both the stress amplitude versus strain range curve and
experimental ratchetting.

To the author’s knowledge the literature does not provide quan-
titative data about the effects of operating conditions on rolling
contact fatigue and little is known about the damage mechanisms
of surface-hardened steels in presence of surface stress raisers.
Therefore, the aim of the present work is sid to evaluate the RCF
performance of nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel versus M50 sAMS
6490d aerospace baseline steel, both with artificially induced
dents; siid to quantify the influence of the Hertz pressure, slide-to-
roll ratio, and hoop stresses on RCF; and siiid to identify damage
initiation sites.

The experimental investigation was performed on a high-speed
two-disk machine with operating conditions representative of
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those encountered in a commercial turbine engine main-shaft
roller bearing. Geometry and loading conditions were carefully
chosen to reproduce the contact stress profile encountered in the
above application, especially with regard to the microyield shear
stress profile determined by Jacq et al. f12g. A simple and dis-
criminating procedure is proposed. It consists of denting the race-
way of the test specimen with a hardness machine using different

diamond tips si.e., 200, 400, and 600 mm radiusd and normal loads

ranging from 5 to 50 daN. Simulation of denting by the FEM was
performed to determine the proper dent geometry and residual
stress state around the surface defect. This, along with the knowl-
edge of the microyield stress profile obtained by nanoindentation,
was necessary for the three-dimensional s3Dd cyclic elastic-plastic
analysis.

Experimental Procedure

Material. The chemical composition of the 32CrMoV13 steel

studied here is given in Table 1. Before nitriding at 550°C, speci-

mens were austenised at 950°C for 20 min, quenched in oil and

then annealed at 630°C for 3 h. The compound layer, which
formed at the surface of the material during nitriding, was re-
moved by grinding. The penetration depth of nitrogen obtained

after this treatment is ,600 mm.

Two-Disk Machine and Operating Conditions. Fatigue tests
were performed using a high-speed twin-disk machine f13g whose
principle is briefly recalled below. Two spherical rotating disks are
brought in contact with an imposed load. The rotating speed of
disks is controlled independently, hence enabling various contact
conditions, such as pure rolling or controlled sliding. Since ni-
trided 32CrMoV13 steel is surface hardened, the loading condi-
tion must account for, not only the Hertzian stress profile, but also
the residual stress versus depth profile inherent to the nitriding
process, which is then subsequently compared to the microyield
shear stress profile. This problem has been stated by Vincent et al.

f14g, who described the variation of the RCF endurance limit H1
for a spherical point contact as a function of the contact equivalent
radius of curvature in the case of nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel. Sub-
sequently, special care has been taken in setting the operating
conditions so that the stress profile obtained in the experimental
test disk slabeled TD in Fig. 1d is close to that encountered in the
application, i.e., a typical aeronautical rolling bearing sARBd sla-
beled ARB in Fig. 1d. This consideration has led to the selection

of an equivalent radius of 15 mm, obtained with a disk specimen

sdentedd of 24 mm radius and an opposite disk ssmoothd of

40 mm radius. Two loads are considered, 2.5 and 3 GPa. The

resulting radius of the contact zone is 510 and 610 mm, respec-
tively. Nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel specimen disks were tested
against M50 disks, since in the bearing application, M50 rollers
are used with nitrided 32CrMoV13 rings. For comparison, tests
were also conducted on all-M50 disk specimens. MIL-L-23699-
type turbine engine oil was used as the lubricant and delivered to

the contact at 80°C. The linear velocity at the contact was

24 m s−1. To investigate the effect of sliding, tests were carried
out under pure rolling conditions and with a slide-to-roll ratio of
1.5%. It should be noted that in order to achieve sliding, the
nitrided disk velocity was lowered. Lastly, the effect of tensile

hoop stress was investigated by superimposing a 115 MPa inter-
ference fit on some of the nitrided disks by press fitting. The
operating conditions are summarized in Table 2.

Indentation Procedure. Artificially controlled dents were

made with spherical diamond indenters of different radii Rp sRp

=200, 400, and 600 mmd and at various loads Wi sWi

=5,10,20,30,50 daNd. All dents were made on the 24 mm radius

disk. These are identified by the radius of the indenter and by the
applied load. Hence, dent 200-20 corresponds to a dent made with

Rp=200 mm under a load Wi=20 daN. The geometrical character-

istics of dents thus obtained sdiameter f, depth hp, and shoulder

height hb, Fig. 2d are summarized in Table 3. Up to 18 dents have
been tested simultaneously on each specimen.

Results

Damage Criterion. An objective of the experiments was to
determine whether a given dent was harmful or not; that is, if
microspalls appeared around the dent, then it was considered
harmful. To determine this, two tests, C1 and C2, were run for 40

and 503106 cycles. All damage visible at the end of these two

tests were initiated before 203106 cycles. For example, the dent
200-10 in Fig. 3, which did not exhibit microspalls after

10 million cycles sFig. 3sadd, remained optically identical up to

50 million cycles. Therefore, a dent was considered harmful for a
given operating condition if microspalls appeared around the dent

Table 1 Chemical composition of nitride 32CrMoV13 steel Table 2 Fatigue tests operating conditions

Fig. 1 Von Mises and microyield shear stress profiles Fig. 2 Dent geometry
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at 203106 fatigue cycles. It should be emphasized that this strict
criteria is focused on the occurrence of localized surface damage
and not on its evolution to generalized micropitting or deep
spalling.

Test Summary. The results are summarized in a visual manner
in Table 4. Each cell corresponds to the mean behavior of several
identical dents sat least three on at least two different disksd. Each

column corresponds to an indentation load Wi and each row to an

indenter radius Rp. When at least one of the dents is responsible
for damage, the type of dent is then considered harmful for the
given operating condition and the cell is shaded. Cells are left
blank when no damage is observed sfor all identical dentsd as well
as for cells on the same line on the left-hand side si.e., for lower

indentation loads and for those not testedd. Cells with question
marks indicate the dent has not been tested, and the boundary
between harmful and harmless remains undetermined.

Nitrided 32CrMoV13 Versus M50. The operating conditions

C2 and ES7 correspond to tests at 3 GPa, 1.5% sliding, and with
no hoop stress added. The C2 condition corresponds to dented

M50 disks, whereas the ES7 corresponds to dented nitrided 32Cr-

MoV13 disks. The results given in Table 4 sC2 versus ES7d show
that dents 400-20, 600-20, and 600-30 can be classified as harmful
for M50 but not for nitrided 32CrMoV13. Hence, when compared
to M50, the nitrided steel exhibits improved fatigue strength as far
as dent initiated RCF is concerned.

Effect of Sliding. When 1.5% sliding is introduced, 15 cells
change status when compared to results obtained under pure roll-

ing conditions sES1/ES3, ES2/ES4, ES5/ES7, ES6/ES8d. For
each operating condition, the dents 400-30, 400-50, and 600-50
become harmful when sliding is introduced. Dent 400-20 also
becomes harmful when combined with hoop stress. These results
indicate that sliding has a major detrimental effect on dent initi-
ated RCF. Therefore, dent initiated RCF can become more severe
in applications where even low levels of sliding are present.

Effect of Hoop Stress. When a 115 MPa hoop stress is intro-

duced sES1/ES2, ES3/ES4, ES5/ES6, and ES7/ES8d, three cells

change status sdent 400-20 in ES3-4 and dents 400-20 and 600-30

in ES7-8d. These results suggest that the presence of hoop stress
tends to degrade dent-initiated RCF resistance. However, this ef-
fect is limited to the given operating conditions. As for the contact
load, the hoop stress may be a very important parameter for the
growth of nucleated damage to deep spalling.

Effect of Normal Load. When the load increases from

2.5 to 3 GPa sES1/ES5, ES2/ES6, ES3/ES7, and ES4/ES8d,
only one cell changes status sdent 600-30 from ES4 to ES8d.
However, in this case, no change was observed in dent behavior
while increasing the load. This result implies that the given load
increase has little influence on dent-initiated RCF. It should be

Table 3 Measured values of the dent geometry parameters

Fig. 3 Dent 200-10 and 400-30 at 10Ã106 and 50Ã106 cycles. Operating con-
ditions C2 „M50 disks….
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mentioned that this conclusion is valid only for the load range

encountered in aeronautical bearings s2–3 GPad. At higher loads,

other phenomena might be activated and, conversely, no damage
is likely to occur in the very low load range. This conclusion must
be restricted to the nucleation of damage, since the growth stage
leading to deep spalling might be more dependent on the load
rather than the initiation stage because the growth stage requires a
stress high enough at Hertzian depth.

Location of Surface Damage. The location of the damaged
area for each dent tested under pure rolling conditions was always
ahead of the dent, along the direction of load movement sFig. 4d.
The same phenomenon was observed with dents tested with slid-
ing, however, the damage was more pronounced here than under
pure rolling conditions. These observations are consistent with
transient elastohydrodynamic lubrication sEHLd analysis, which
predicts a slightly higher pressure peak ahead of the dent, along
the load movement direction under pure rolling and a more sig-
nificant peak when sliding is present for dents located on the
slower surface f15g. Note that the detrimental effect of sliding
may also be explained by a possible cavitation phenomenon and
subsequent localized microcollapse of the lubricant film f16g.

A typical damage found in the vicinity of a 200-20 dent is
shown in Figs. 5sad and 5sbd for pure rolling and rolling plus
sliding conditions, respectively. It may be noted that the dent edge
is jagged for pure rolling, whereas it remains smooth and circular
for the condition with 1.5% sliding. Moreover, microspalls that
appear close to the dent edge are always located away from the
border.

Finally, two areas of damage nucleation have been identified.
The first, called RIZ srolling initiation zoned as shown in Fig. 6, is
activated only under pure rolling conditions and corresponds to
the dent edge. Its position is given in the present experiment by
the rolling direction of the dented surface. The second area, de-
noted FRIZ sfriction and rolling initiation zoned, is located at

about 20 mm ahead of the dent along the friction direction.

Analysis

RCF Results From Repeated Overrolling. The analysis of the
fatigue process requires the knowledge of material properties and
loading conditions during initial denting and further overrolling.
These properties include sid the microyield shear stress profile,
required for defining the endurance limit; siid the hardening law of
the material, necessary to describe the indentation process that
involves plasticity; and siiid the residual stresses induced by the
nitriding treatment. These contribute to stresses in the material
from the indentation and overrolling process.

The microyield shear stress and uniaxial hardening behavior are
usually measured by bulk compressive tests made on material
samples. This process gives average values over the section of the
sample. Therefore, to be relevant, this test must be made on ho-
mogeneous samples. Toward this end, two types of homogeneous

sample sA and Bd were tested. The first type, A, of cylindrical
shape, is made of nitrided 32CrMoV13 from which the nitrided
layer was totally removed to represent the core material. The sec-

ond type, B, was obtained by homogeneously nitriding thin tubes
of 32CrMoV13 steel f3g. It represents the behavior of a quasi-
uniform nitrided layer. Results obtained from these two tests are
plotted in Fig. 7. Two conclusions arise from these tests. First, the

plastic behavior can be represented by the Swift law fs=BsC
+1063«pdng f3g, where B, C, and n are three parameters of the

law. This law describes the uniaxial hardening and gives the mi-

croyield shear stress tef2te=BsC+20dng. Second, both tests can

be described with identical C and n parameters, here equal to 16

Table 4 Experimental results for conditions C2 and EI1 to ES8

Fig. 4 Location of the damaged area for driven surface in
presence of sliding
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and 0.067, respectively. In conclusion, the variation of the me-
chanical behavior in the nitrided layer can be described by the

variation of B.
The dent shape can be determined by simple topographical

measurements, however, local residual stresses and hardening
state of the material are not readily available from measurement.
It is then necessary to simulate the indentation process to estimate
the material state. To attest the quality of such an estimation, the
first step is to compare the real geometry of the dent with that
obtained by simulation. The result will depend on the shape and
material of the indenter tip, the normal load applied during inden-
tation, and the elastic-plastic properties of the dented material.

Indenter heads have a conical shape with a cone angle of

120 deg. Their extremity is made of a spherical diamond tip sE
=1140 GPa,v=0.07d with a radius Rp of 200, 400, or 600 mm.

The applied normal load during indentation Wi is chosen between

Fig. 5 Dent 200-20 at 20Ã106 cycles; effect of sliding „Nitrided 32CrMoV13…

Fig. 6 Location of damaged areas: rolling initiation zone „RIZ…
and friction and rolling initiation zone „FRIZ…

Fig. 7 Stress-plastic strain curve for samples A and B

Fig. 8 FE mesh used for indentation simulation

Fig. 9 Influence of friction on the dent shape „dent 200-20,
M50…. Coefficient of friction f=0, 1, 10, and 50%; „a… General
view and „b… zoom on the dent shoulder.
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5, 10, 20, or 50 daN. The friction coefficient between the indenter
head and the material to be dented is unknown during the inden-
tation step. Therefore, the first step is to analyze the effect of
friction coefficient on the dent shape.

The elastic-plastic properties of bearing steels, such as AISI
52100, M50, and nitrided 32CrMoV13, are only known within
plastic strains of up to 2%. However, plastic strain can reach up to
40% during some Rockwell indentations f17g. Therefore an ex-
trapolation of the hardening law is required and should be experi-
mentally validated.

Indentation Simulation. The indentation process was simu-
lated using the ABAQUS commercial FE code. The problem is axi-
symmetric since the punch and the facing body have a common
axis of revolution. The mesh used for this simulation is presented

in Fig. 8. The mesh size is 2 mm in the contact zone, which is

small when compared to the dent diameter s150–300 mmd. The

body is meshed with 5050 nodes, and the punch is described by
1000–1700 nodes, depending on its radius.

An isotropic plasticity model is used to describe the behavior of
the body being dented sM50 or nitrided 32CrMoV13d. The punch
behavior is assumed purely elastic sdiamondd. The load is applied
by a uniform pressure on the upper surface of the punch, whose
nodes are unable to move radially. Boundary conditions are ap-
plied through half-infinite elements in order to simulate the half-
space body. The problem should be solved with large strains.
Therefore, the hardening law is expressed in terms of the Cauchy
stress versus the logarithmic strain.

First, the effect of the friction coefficient between the punch
and the specimen is investigated. Results are presented in Fig. 9
for M50 material and dent 200-20. Figure 9sbd shows that the dent

shoulder height decreases significantly from 0.8 to 0.6 mm when
the friction coefficient increases to 0.5, whereas the location of the

shoulder top moves radially from 90 to 100 mm. In contrast, the

dent depth and its radius are almost independent of the friction
coefficient sFig. 9sadd.

To evaluate the effect of these geometrical changes, the elastic

contact between two spheres of equivalent radius, Req=15 mm,
was solved for dents simulated with a friction coefficient equal to
0, 0.1, and 0.5 sshape given in Fig. 9d. The resulting pressure

profiles are given in Fig. 10 in dimensionless form sby PH, the
Hertz pressured. A marked decrease in the peak pressure is ob-

served, going from 2.9 to 2.2 PH when the friction coefficient
increases from 0 to 0.5. Since the indentation procedure is a slow
process made in the presence of traces of lubricant sboundary
lubricationd, a friction coefficient of 0.1 is assumed from here on.

Extrapolation of the Hardening Law. As stated above,
elastic-plastic properties of bearing steels are known from uniaxial
compression tests only up to 1 or 2% of plastic strain. An estimate
of the hardening law is proposed below for both M50 and nitrided
32CrMoV13 steel based on the real geometry of dent 200-20.

M50. The elastic-plastic behavior of M50 could be described up

to 2% of plastic strain by the Swift law, seq=BsC+1063«pdn,

with B=1280 MPa, C=4, and n=0.095. Three different extrapo-
lations of the hardening law, as described below, are plotted in
Fig. 11:

• The Swift law, which originally identified up to 2% plastic
strain, is simply extended up to 40%.

• The modified Swift law, which is the direct transposition of
the Swift law in true stress and logarithmic strain. The gap
with the Swift law appears only beyond 2% plastic strain.

• The Voce law, which presents a horizontal asymptote rather
than a continuous increase as with the Swift law. This law
was successfully used by Cercueil f17g for indentation of
AISI 52100 steel. The four parameters of this law were cho-

Fig. 10 Influence of friction coefficient f during indentation on
contact pressure P normalized by the Hertz pressure PH „dent
200-20, M50…. For clarification, the profiles f=10% and f=50%
are shifted along the radial axis.

Fig. 11 Possible extrapolations of M50 hardening laws

Fig. 12 Influence of the extrapolated hardening law on the
dent shape for M50: dent 200-20, f=0%

Fig. 13 Comparison between measured and simulated 200-20
dent profiles: M50 steel, Voce law, f=10%
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sen to give a similar curve as the Swift law in the domain
0–2% plastic strain

seq = 1444 + 1996h1 − expf− s390 3 «pd0.352gj sin MPad s1d

Figure 12 shows the result of simulations performed without
friction using these three laws, as well as one real profile mea-
sured from dent 200-20 on M50 steel. The height of the dent’s
shoulder obtained with the modified Swift law is too small when
compared to the measurement. Nonetheless, the result obtained
with the Swift law is more important at this point. It should be

noted that since the friction coefficient was not introduced in this
simulation, it overestimates the shoulder height. Thus, a shoulder
height significantly less than the measured value would have re-
sulted with friction. Finally, the Voce law, which results in the

highest shoulder in Fig. 12 sf =0% d, gives a very satisfactory

result in presence of friction s10%d, especially in the vicinity of
the shoulder as shown in Fig. 13.

Nitrided 32CrMoV13. In the present study, the mechanical
properties of the nitrided material can be assumed homogeneous

within the scale of the dent’s influence zone s,150 mmd since it is

small in comparison to the nitrided depth s600–800 mmd. Simi-

larly to M50 steel, the Voce law gave

seq = 1930 + 1380h1 − expf− s455 3 «pd0.490gj sin MPad s2d

Good agreement is shown in Fig. 14 between simulation and
measurement profiles for dent 200-20 on nitrided 32CrMoV13
steel, particularly around the dent shoulder, which is of prime
interest for contact problems. It should be noted that the initial
residual stress due to the nitriding treatment was considered si.e.,

−400 MPa in the stressed zoned.
Figure 15 shows that good correlation is obtained with dents

produced by punches of radius 400 and 600 mm using Eqs. s1d
and s2d for both M50 and nitrided 32CrMoV13 steels,
respectively.

Residual Plastic Strain. The accumulated plastic strain sin per-
centd introduced during indentation is given in Fig. 16. The depth

Fig. 14 Comparison between measured and simulated 200-20
dent profiles: 32CrMoV13 steel, Voce law, f=10%

Fig. 15 Comparison of measured and simulated dent profiles for dents 400-20 and 600-50 on
32CrMoV13 and M50
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sin micrometersd corresponds to the distance from the deformed
surface. The horizontal sradiald axis is normalized by the dent
radius. Results are presented for dents 200-10, 200-20, 400-20,
and 600-50 carried out on 32CrMoV13 steel. The maximum
equivalent plastic strain is found on dent 200-20 s20%d. It is lower
and ranges from 8 to 13% on the three remaining dents. The depth

where plastic strain occurs is ,150 mm in most cases sand always

,250 mmd. The maximum strain is found in the vicinity of x /R

=1, close to the surface and drops steeply beyond this abscissa,

i.e., when x /R.1.

Residual Stress. Figure 17 shows the residual stress field after
unloading for the same dents from Fig. 16. First, very high Von

Mises stresses are observed. These are always above 2000 MPa

and up to 3000 MPa for dent 200-20. The maximum stress is

found just above abscissa x /R=1, very close to the surface. Sec-
ond, the stressed zone is not limited to the plastically deformed
zone, but extends far away from it. For a surface point at abscissa

x /R=2, the residual stress obtained is higher than 1000 MPa for
all dents studied here.

To better understand the role of residual stresses produced by
the indentation process, each term of the stress tensor should be
considered as illustrated in Fig. 18 for dent 200-20. It can be
concluded that the radial stress is essentially compressive within

the first 150 mm. Conversely, terms suu and szz are negative in
the plastically deformed zone and positive elsewhere. Finally, the

shear stress srz is found maximum in the vicinity of the dent
shoulder.

Indent Shape. Usually, the dent profile is approximated by the

product of a cosine by a damping exponential function sEq. s3dd.
In this relation only one parameter, K sthe damping coefficientd, is

required to obtain the shoulder height

hsrd = hp cosS2pr

4R
DexpF− K

r2

s4Rd2G s3d

Equation s3d has been plotted in Fig. 19 for the dent 200-20 and

compared to those obtained by FE simulation of the nitrided ma-

terial. It should be mentioned that the FEM simulation gives a

dent profile that is globally close to the measured one. It is found

that, while the dent depth, radius, and the height of its shoulder

are well reproduced by Eq. s3d, the shape of the dent is quite

different from the FEM simulation swhich is very close to the

experimental profiled.
For this reason a new function based on the previous one is

proposed sEq. s4dd. It requires five parameters, hp, R, I1, I2, and I3.

Within the dent sr,Rd, Eq. s3d is kept. Parameters I1, I2, and I3

allow fitting the slope of the dent around the shoulder top and its

location. The continuity of the function at r=R is obtained by K,

which depends on these five parameters. Figure 19 shows a good

agreement between this analytical function and the FEM-

simulated profile. Figure 20 presents the pressure distribution ob-

tained using the analytical profile given by Eq. s3d and s4d. It is

found that Eq. s3d significantly underestimates the magnitude of

the peak pressure obtained using the result of the FEM simulation

or the equivalent geometry given by Eq. s4d

Fig. 16 Cumulated plastic strain introduced during indentation on nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel
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r , R

hsrd = hp cosS2pr

4R
DexpF− K

r2

s4Rd2G with

K = − 16 lnF2RI1sI3 − I2d

php

G
r ù R

hsrd = I1hexpf− I2sr − Rdg − expf− I3sr − Rdgj s4d

Endurance Limit. The RCF endurance limit H1 is defined as
the maximum contact pressure that a contact can bear without
exceeding the microyield shear stress of the material f11g. For the

present geometry, H1, which depends on the contact radius for a

surface hardened material, is equal to 2.65 GPa for smooth sun-
dentedd nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel f14g. When the surface is

dented, the local endurance limit H1I is defined to account for

local stresses around the dent. H1I is the maximum load—
expressed as the Hertz pressure of the equivalent smooth contact
case—that can be sustained without locally exceeding the mi-
croyield shear stress in the vicinity of the dent.

In order to determine the endurance limit, only an elastic simu-
lation of the overrolling of the dent is required. Residual stresses
from nitriding and indentation are superimposed on the stresses
due to contact. The total shear stress is subsequently calculated at
each point and compared to the local microyield shear stress,
which is modified by the work hardening that occurred during the

indentation process. The contact problem is solved with a 3D

contact code f18–21g. H1I was calculated for every dent tested
experimentally under pure rolling conditions. Dimensionless nu-

merical results are presented in Fig. 21 for test ES1 s2.5 GPa, with
no hoop stressd. The numerical results are consistent with the ex-
perimental data. Each harmful dent exhibits an endurance limit

H1I lower than the applied contact pressure during test. This is
consistent with the definition of the endurance limit.

Results given in Table 5 show the normalized endurance limit,

H1Id obtained by normalizing the endurance limit H1I with a
Hertz pressure higher than that normally encountered in aeronau-

tical applications. H1Id was investigated from 0.1 to 1. The lower
bound was chosen since the contact zone becomes smaller than

the dent. Dents are classified in three groups, low sLd, medium

sMd, and high sHd. Dents of group L have a very low H1Id s
,0.1d. They undergo plastic deformation even under light loads

and, consequently, are dangerous for most applications. Dents of

group H have a very high H1Id. They are not dangerous in most

pure rolling aeronautical applications. Last, group M is comprised

of dents whose endurance limit H1Id is between 0.1 and 1. Their
harmfulness is application dependent.

When compared, these numerical results are consistent with the
experimental data in Table 4. Figures 21–24 show dents sorted by

increasing H1Id along the vertical axis. For clarification, an arbi-
trary horizontal offset is applied. Numerical determination of

H1Id was made for pure rolling conditions without hoop stress.
Figure 21 illustrates the behavior of dents for operating conditions

ES1 using different symbols. A circle is assigned to harmful dents,
a star for safe dents, and a square for dents with undetermined

Fig. 17 Von Mises residual stress introduced during indentation on nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel
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behavior. Two major observations are made. First, dents whose

H1I is higher than the applied load during test do not cause any

damage. Second, all harmful dents have H1I lower than the ap-

plied load. Hence, using the predictions given by the H1I criteria,
all harmful dents were identified and each dent that was assumed

safe was effectively found to be safe. Therefore, H1I seems to be
a valid definition of the local endurance limit.

The endurance limit H1Id was also determined for dents cre-
ated on M50. The elastic plastic behavior of M50 was determined
by Lamagnère et al. f22g. Results are compared for both steels in
Figs. 22sad and 22sbd for dents made with the indenter of radii

Rp=200 and 400 mm at different loads Wi. For all dents, H1Id is

experimentally equal or higher in nitrided 32CrMoV13 than in
M50. In addition, materials are more efficiently discriminated

with the Rp=400 mm indenter.
The effect of residual stress and hardening introduced during

the indentation process were also studied. The endurance limit

H1Id was determined for dents made on 32CrMoV13 steel sur-
face in pure rolling, neglecting any residual stresses or hardening
due to the indentation process. The results are labeled “geometry”
in Fig. 23 and are based only on dent geometry and residual
stresses due to nitriding. These results are compared to the real
endurance limit, labeled “full” in the same figure. It is observed
that residual stresses and hardening have an effect on the endur-
ance limit and are not always protective, as often believed.

For artificially induced dents made with spherical diamond in-

denters, the variation of endurance limit H1Id with the average

Fig. 18 Components of the residual stress tensor for dent 200-20 on nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel

Fig. 20 Dimensionless pressure distribution, which results
from dent profiles given in Eqs. „3… and „4…

Fig. 19 Comparison of dent profiles obtained by FEM simula-

tion for dent 200-20 „32CrMoV13… and by Eqs. „3… and „4…
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slope of the dent is monotonic, as seen in Fig. 24. If the elastic
unloading is neglected during indentation and the diamond in-
denter is considered rigid, the dent is then a portion of a sphere
and its average slope can be expressed by Eq. s5d below as a

function of R, the radius of the dent and Rp, the radius of the
indenter. During the indentation process, the contact pressure can

be assumed constant as Pave because of the load redistribution due
to plastic deformation. The radius of the dent can then be related

to the applied load W as given in Eq. s6d. Pave can be considered

constant for a given material also because of the asymptotic evo-
lution of the stress-strain curve and the resulting large plastic de-
formation from indentation. Therefore, for a given material, the

average slope of the dent evolves linearly with IR, which is the
ratio between the square root of the indentation load over the
radius of the indenter sEq. s7dd

hp =
R2

2Rp

s5d

R = S W

pPave

D1/2

s6d

pm =
hp

R
<

W1/2

Rp

s7d

Finally, dents can be sorted by increasing IR. Experimental be-
havior of dents is reported in Fig. 25 for the given operating

condition ES8. Two domains appear, harmful and safe. The tran-

sition between these two domains is noted as IRlimit and it depends
on operating conditions. As far as dent initiated RCF is concerned,

IRlimit can be considered as an indicator of the quality of the tested
material for the given operating condition.

Conclusion

An original experimental procedure is proposed to discriminate
the RCF live performance of bearing steels. It consists of denting
the contacting surfaces by indenters with spherical tips of radii

Fig. 21 Endurance limit H1Id found numerically for various
dents in test ES1 versus experimental behavior

Table 5 Dimensionless H1Id endurance limit in pure rolling
conditions

Fig. 23 Influence of hardening and residual stresses due to
indentation on H1Id

Fig. 24 Monotonic evolution of H1Id with the average slope of
dents

Fig. 25 IR of dents and their experimental behavior for condi-
tion ES8

Fig. 22 Comparison of H1Id for nitrided 32CrMoV13 and M50:

„a… Rp =200 mm and „b… Rp =400 mm
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200, 400, and 600 mm with loads ranging from 5 to 50 daN. A
new equation was derived to better describe the dent shapes. The
following conclusions are drawn from fatigue tests performed on
a high-speed twin-disk machine for disk specimens with artificial
dents:

1. Nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel exhibits a better tolerance to sur-
face dents when compared to conventional M50 bearing
steel.

2. The applied normal load has a limited effect on the endur-
ance limit.

3. Hoop stress has a slight effect on endurance limit within the

domain investigated s0 and 115 MPad.
4. Sliding has a very detrimental effect on endurance limit.

The indentation process and the overrolling of dents was also
simulated. A FEM analysis was performed to determine the plastic
strain and residual stress fields due to indentation. A contact code
was then used to study the overrolling of the load on the dent.

From these simulations, a physically based endurance limit cri-

terion H1I was calculated for various dents. The comparison of

experimental data with numerical results shows that the H1I cri-
terion can be used to predict a lower bound of the local endurance
limit.

This criterion was determined for identical dents made on ni-
trided 32CrMoV13 and M50 steels. Both experimental and nu-
merical predictions show that nitrided 32CrMoV13 steel provides
a significant improvement in dent initiated rolling contact fatigue
resistance over M50.

For a given set of operating conditions and for dents made with
a diamond spherical tip, the limit between safe and harmful dents

can be represented in terms of IRlimit. This factor depends on op-
erating conditions and material. For fixed operating conditions,

IRlimit could potentially represent the material response toward
dent-initiated RCF.
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Nomenclature

Notations

f 5 dent diameter

te 5 micro-yield shear stress

B, C, n 5 parameter of the Swift’s law

E 5 Young’s modulus of elasticity

f 5 friction coefficient in %

h 5 dent profile

hb 5 height of dent shoulder

hp 5 dent depth

I1, I2, I3 5 dimensionless parameters used in Eq. s4d
IR 5 =W0.5 /Rp

K 5 damping coefficient for the dent geometry

P 5 pressure distribution

Pave 5 average contact pressure during indentation

PH 5 Hertz pressure ssmooth contactd
pm 5 =hp/R average slope of the dent

r 5 radial position sradiusd
R 5 dent radius

Req 5 equivalent radius of the contacting bodies

Rp 5 indenter radius

W 5 contact load

Wi 5 indentation load

«p 5 equivalent plastic strain

v 5 Poisson ratio

seq 5 equivalent stress

Abbreviations
ARB 5 aeronautical rolling bearing

Dent xxx-yy 5 dent produced by a diamond indenter of radius

Rp=xxx sin mmd under load Wi=yy sin daNd
FRIZ 5 friction and rolling initiation zone

H1 5 endurance limit for a smooth contact, ex-
pressed in term of the Hertz pressure

H1I 5 endurance limit for a dented surface, expressed
in terms of the equivalent Hertz pressure

H1Id 5 dimensionless endurance limit
RCF 5 rolling contact fatigue
RIZ 5 rolling initiation zone
TD 5 tested disk
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